Template-Guided Programmable Janus Heteronanostructure Arrays for Efficient Plasmonic Photocatalysis.
Janus heteronanostructures (HNs), as an important class of anisotropic nanomaterials, could facilitate synergistic coupling of diverse functions inherited by their comprised nanocomponents. Nowadays, synthesizing deterministically targeted Janus HNs remains a challenge. Here, a general yet scalable technique is utilized to fabricate an array of programmable Janus HNs based on anodic aluminum oxide binary-pore templates. By designing and employing an overetching process to partially expose four-edges of one set of nanocomponents in a binary-pore template, selective deposition and interfacing of the other set of nanocomponents is successfully achieved along the exposed four-edges to form a densely packed array of Janus HNs on a large scale. In combination with an upgraded two-step anodization, the synthesis provides high degrees of freedom for both nanocomponents of the Janus HNs, including morphologies, compositions, dimensions, and interfacial junctions. Arrays of TiO2-Au and TiO2/Pt NPs-Au Janus HNs are designed, fabricated, and demonstrated about 2.2 times photocurrent density and 4.6 times H2 evolution rate of that obtained from their TiO2 counterparts. The enhancement was mainly determined as a result of localized surface plasmon resonance induced direct hot electron injection and strong plasmon resonance energy transfer near the interfaces of TiO2 nanotubes and Au nanorods. This study may represent a promising step forward to pursue customized Janus HNs, leading to novel physicochemical effects and device applications.